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Handbuch der Physik. Bd. VII. 2. Kristall- 
physik II. Ed. by S. FLiiGGE. Pp. 273 with 190 
figs. Ber l in :  Springer-Verlag.  1958. Price DM. 76. 

This volume of Handbuch  der Physik  contains two 
articles. The first, which occupies the major  par t  of the  
book, is on 'Plasticity of Crystals' and is wr i t ten  by I)r 
A. Seeger. Some forty pages at the  end of the book 
contain a short article by Prof. U. Dehlinger on 'Trans- 
formations and  Precipi tat ion in Crystals'. 

Seeger's article is an excellent review of work on glide 
and work-hardening of metallic single crystals. Wi th in  
this framework it is very comprehensive and includes 
references to all impor tan t  papers published upto about  
the  spring of 1958. A little space is devoted  to non- 
metall ic crystals but  the emphasis is th roughout  on 
metals.  

An excellent account is given of calculations of the  
theoret ical  shear s t rength  of crystals including details of 
Mackenzm's thesis, so often referred to, and so long un- 
published. The experimental  facts on the  deformation 
of single crystals in tension are then  reviewed. Separate 
sections are devoted  to the critical resolved shear stress, 
the stress-strain curve and the surface appearance of 
plastically deformed crystals. In  each of these sections, 
face centered cubic metals  and alloys, hexagonal  metals  
and  alloys, body centered cubic metals  and  other crystals 
are dealt  with  separately. The whole presentat ion is thus  
very systematic  which makes the  task of referring to a 
particular point  very easy. The author  has also been at  
some pains to replot diagrams from original works so 
tha t  his chosen me thod  of presentat ion can be followed 
throughout .  

The description of slip line observations using the  
optical and electron microscopes is perhaps the best par t  
of the  book and a beautiful and much needed demonstra-  
t ion is given of the relation between the two. 

The modern  theory  of glide in crystals is next  presented 
and could be read easily by anyone wi th  only a slight 
knowledge of dislocation theory.  Again the  various groups 
of metals  and  alloys are dealt  with  separately, and  sec- 
t ions are devoted  to suggested explanations of the values 
of critical resolved shear stress and of rates of work 
hardening.  I t  is in these sections tha t  a definite point  of 
view is presented,  which is tha t  contained in the  author 's  
m a n y  papers on the subject. This is difficult to avoid in 
such a rapidly moving field and it will be of great interest  
to see how long the sections on the  explanat ion of work 
hardening remain of interest. I t  is therefore a p i ty  tha t  
addit ional  experimental  results have been introduced into 
the  theoretical  sections. 

Wi th in  the limits the  author  has set himself he has 
produced a magnificent  review of the  voluminous data  
on glide of meta l  crystals. The ti t le crystal plasticity is 
perhaps unfor tunate  since no ment ion  is made of twinning 
or fracture and hence this article cannot  replace Schmid 
and Boass' classic work, though,  wi thin  its chosen frame- 
work, it is a wor thy  successor. Since little of the recent 
work on plasticity of ionic crystals is ment ioned  no 
comparison with metallic crystals is made.  From the 

crystMlographer's point  of view it is very  interest ing how 
a t t empts  are now made  to explain the  plastic propert ies  
of the  lat ter  in terms of fine details of the  crystal struc- 
ture and this approach will presumably be ex tended  to 
all crystals in the  future. 

Dehlinger 's  article is a short review of some of the  
theoretical  aspects of t ransformations and precipitat ion 
in solids. In  part icular  the  difficulty of accounting for 
the  origin of the original nucleus is made  evident  and an 
account given of the  analogy between diffusionless phase 
t ransformations and  plastic flow by the  mot ion of dis- 
locations. The crystallographic aspects of t ransformat ions  
in general, are not  part icularly emphasized and the num- 
ber of references is not  extensive.  
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Fourier Trans forms  and X - r a y  Diffraction.  
B y  H. L r e s o ~  and  C. A. TAYLOR. Pp.  vii + 76, wi th  
70 figs. and  59 tables.  L o n d o n :  Bell  and  Sons. 1958. 
Price 18s.6d. 

This interest ing monograph has been wri t ten  in an effort 
to make  more popular  the  impor tan t  vantage  point  in 
diffraction theory afforded by the  Fourier  t ransform 
approach. The discussion is, on the  whole, restricted to 
the  t ransform of the  contents  of the  uni t  cell of a crystal, 
and no applications are made  to diffraction by gases, 
liquids, or amorphous solids. 

Six chapters of the  monograph contain brief discus- 
sions of diffraction, of Fourier  inversion, of properties of 
transforms, and part icularly of the impor tan t  convolut ion 
theorem of which a number  of practical applications are 
given. Al though there is some discussion of e lementary  
concepts of diffraction theory,  including tha t  of the  
reciprocal lattice, a working knowledge of part icularly 
this last i tem will be found useful in the  s tudy of the book. 
The discussion of t ransform properties is quite brief, and 
some useful aspects are hardly  treated,  if at  all; e.g. the  
i l luminating fact tha t  any  central planar section of a 
t ransform is de termined entirely by the project ion of the 
original function on a plane parallel to this section is 
ment ioned  in an oblique way only (p. 19). This reviewer 
would, of course, have liked to see a reference to the  
elaborate paper  on Fourier t ransforms he wrote wi th  
V. Schomaker (1953). 

The last chapter,  on applications, is the  best of the  
book and the  most  interesting. Besides describing applica- 
t ions to structure determinat ions,  impor tan t  insights by 
the  t ransform approach are provided into such mat te rs  
as effects of crystal size and shape, tempera ture  motion,  
and stacking disorder. I t  would have been welcome to see 
some discussion here of t toppe ' s  recent me thod  (1955, 
1956) of unravell ing structures from the information 
contained in the  t ransform showing up under  favorable 
conditions in the  thermal  background scattering. Indeed,  
a lucid quali tat ive in terpre ta t ion of this last phenomenorL 
is given on p. 50. This chapter  is all too short also. 


